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Henry James - French Playwrights. Dumas, Augier, Sardou,
Rostand - Presses universitaires de Liège
2One of the great representatives of the French theatre in
James's lifetime was . this was the germ of The Siege of
London, his own version of Dumas' situation. .. The secret of
the latter's success is that he is perfectly adapted to an age
of.
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What then is the secret of Rostand's fame? It lies in the fact
that he is essentially a French dramatist with Gallic wit and
with the command of style that only the.
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Brian Hooker was a proper poet, and he realized that the rhyme
was secondary. Notre Dame de Paris French Edition.
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Headway is respectable he tells her the truth because he knows
that it no longer matters, that his friend has succeeded and
will not be stopped in her triumphant course. Brilliant
because as you know, D'Artagnan himself was a real person, and
you probably did meet him at some point or at the very least
knew about. Examining the problem from every possible
viewpoint, he felt that Dumas had not asked himself enough
questions:
Inciascunaparolacisisentel'amore,l'amorpossente,schiettoCyranodeB
observed the manners of his time, not with the eye of the
artist but with that of the professional moralist. But his
efforts were not entirely lost.
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